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Abstract— In this paper, the impact of in-band crosstalk on
transmission performance of a transparent WDM/DWDM
network incorporating optical add drop multiplexer & space
switches is studied. Error probabilities and power penalties
produced by crosstalk are investigated. A traditional RWA
scheme pays a little regard to the physical layer impairments
and cannot provide optimized network performance in
practical networks. Here we proposed a novel RWA algorithm
considering BER constraints due to non-ideal wavelength demultiplexing and space switching at each node of an optical
WDM/DWDM network.
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I . INTRODUCTION
Transparent WDM/DWDM networks have been proposed
as promising solution to satisfy our dramatically increasing
network throughput demands. In today’s transport optical
network electronic switches requiring OEO conversion have
become complex and costly. Hence we move towards all
optical transparent networks where no electrical conversion
is used. Deploying such a network utilizing all-optical
switches is promising but yet also challenging as many
problems has to be anticipated. One of the difficulties is how
to assign light paths (LPs) to a call request such that the
impacts of physical layer impairments are minimum [9, 10,
11]. Component crosstalk is one of the major physical layer
impairment that arises due to non-ideal nature of optical adddrop multiplexer & cross switches used in modern optical
networks. Linear crosstalk in optical components can be
classified as in-band or inter-band crosstalk [7] depending on
whether it has the same nominal wavelength as the desired
signal or not.
The effect of inter band crosstalk can be reduced by
concatenating narrow-bandwidth optical filters. In-band
crosstalk however cannot be removed as the signal and the
crosstalk operates at same wavelength. The deteriorating
effect of in-band crosstalk is further intensified in cascaded
optical node due to its accumulative behavior [1, 2, 7 ].
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These interferences limits system performance as network
expands and wavelength density increases. In-band crosstalk
causes the quality of optical signal to degrade and become so
poor that its BER is unacceptably high. Conventional studies
on routing and wavelength assignment has proposed many
algorithms for establishing LPs without considering any
physical layer impairments [15]. In last few years, RWA
techniques that consider quality of transmission (QoT), as
measured by BER, have been the subject of intense research
[3, 10, 12]. Here we proposed a QoT guaranteed algorithm
that perform conventional RWA and allow the selected LPs
to be established if the BER requirement is met.
BER at the receiver is evaluated by calculating the
noise in the photodetector output due to crosstalk and the
noise of the detector itself. In many cases the probability
density function of the overall noise is assumed to be
Gaussian due to its simplicity. However, the Gaussian
model, despite of its simplicity, cannot accurately describe
the signal crosstalk noise, especially when the no of
interfering channels is not very large. Though central limit
theorem is a good reason to use Gaussian approximation for
reasonable large number of crosstalk [1, 2], but for a small
size mesh or ring network where no of crosstalk element are
small this approximation gives inaccurate results. Therefore
several non-Gaussian models are developed for better
estimate of system performance. The pdf of non-Gaussian
models developed for finite interference uses different
techniques, such as saddle point approximation[7],moment
generating function[6],Gram-Charlier series [5] and modified
chernoff bound [4].However these are often computationally
complex and take more time to evaluate BER during data
path selection. Here we have followed a simplified approach
for BER calculation based on Taylor series expansions as
given in [1, 2].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec II,
crosstalk and its mathematical model are discussed. Its
impact on BER and power penalty is given in sec. III. In sec.
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IV, BER constrained RWA algorithm is proposed. Finally in
sec V simulation results are given.

The total incident optical field on the photo detector can
be written as for N crosstalk term

II. IN-BAND CROSSTALK
In WDM/DWDM network a message is sent from one node
to another node using a wavelength continuous route called
lightpaths (LPs) without requiring any O-E-O conversion and
buffering at the routing node. Multiplexing, de-multiplexing
and switching are done in the optical domain using prisms
and diffraction gratings. Non-ideal nature of these
component results in-band crosstalk, which has the same
wavelength as the signal and degrades the transmission
performance of the network. In-band crosstalk can be
divided into coherent crosstalk, whose phase is correlated
with the desired signal considered, and incoherent crosstalk
whose phase is not correlated with the signal considered [7].
Coherent crosstalk is believed not to cause noise but causes
small fluctuation of signal power. In this paper, we
considered in-coherent crosstalk which has the more adverse
effect than coherent crosstalk. Fig.1 shows how crosstalk
accumulates in optical networks. In ideal case there will be
no crosstalk as two signals are routed to different output
ports. However any leaking or in sufficient isolation may
induced homodyne crosstalk.
λ1
Crosstalk
Signal

λ2

λ4
Fig. 1. Example showing how in-band crosstalk is induced in optical
network

Incoherent crosstalk is often analyzed using the pdf of the
noise in the received photocurrent. The pdf can be derived
from the fields of the wanted signal and of each interfering
signal. Desired optical signal and each interfering signal is
assumed to be
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Where all fields have the same nominal optical frequency ω,
ϕ(t) represent the independent phase fluctuation of each
optical source, ps is the optical power in the desire signal, and
εk is the optical power of the kth interference relative to the
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For unit detector responsivity and for worst-case assumption
of identical polarization of signal and crosstalk, the photo
current i(t) is given by
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Where θk(t) = ϕk(t) - ϕs(t),k=1,…..N, are random phase.
Ignoring the small terms in the order of εk, the overall
receiver noise in the photodetector is
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When ZERO is transmitted by the signal channel, there is no
crosstalk and noise n0(t) = ng(t) , where ng(t) is the usual
Gaussian noise in the receiver. When ONE is transmitted by
the signal channel crosstalk generates a total noise
∑

( )=2
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( )

(7)

For N interferers and Gaussian noise, the pdf of the noise in
the received photocurrent can be obtained by integrating the
Gaussian noise over all possible values of phase offset
between signal and each interference [1, 2]. Assuming the
phase difference between signal and interferers are
independent and uniformly distributed between (0, π), the
noise photocurrent pdf is given by

oxc

λ3

signal. bs,k(t) =0,1 depending on whether zero or one is
transmitted by the desired and interference signal at time t.
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Where Ak=2
ps and is the variance of thermal noise.
The effect of crosstalk is maximum when phase difference is
close to 0 and the pdf can be approximated by expanding the
cosine term by first order Taylor series [1] up to the term θk2.
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Expanding the square term and keeping term upto θk2, the the
pdf for noise when signal is transmitting 1 is given by
( )
=

1
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Where

From the above equation power penalty is found by
comparing the photocurrent at the receiver that produces the
same BER with and without crosstalk.
= 10

(14)

IV. BER CONSTRAINED (BERC) RWA
∑

(
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∑

III CALCULATION OF BER & PP
BER in the presence of in-band crosstalk is given by fraction
of the received photocurrent pdf’s that fall on the wrong side
of some decision variable d, for each combination of data
“1”s and “0” of the signal and crosstalk. Here we fallowed a
simplified approach as given in [2] for extreme case when all
interferers are transmitting “1”, so that we have an upper
bound for BER during our routing and wavelength
assignment algorithm.
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Mitigating the effects of crosstalk in all optical networks is a
difficult task because crosstalk lies in the same band as the
desired signal and therefore cannot be filtered. But by
selecting appropriate routes and wavelengths used by a call
in a network at call arrival time, it is possible to minimize the
impact of crosstalk. BER constrained RWA is a technique
where the choice of a route depends on the network state as
opposed to static schemes where routing is fixed. Fig.2 given
bellow shows the algorithm proposed for routing and
wavelength assignment taking no of crosstalk component
into consideration. No of crosstalk component depends upon
the present state of the network.
New Call Arrival

Routing
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Crosstalk aware wavelength assignment
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Here the weighting function f(y) is approximated as ( −
)) to make the integral possible.
is the variance of the
receiver noise when “1” is transmitted by the signal channel
and
is the variance of the receiver thermal noise when
“0” is transmitted. Expression for BER at the WDM receiver
is given by [2].
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Fig. 2 Flowchart of BER constrained algorithm
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V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
The performance degradation due to in-band crosstalk
depends very much on the no of crosstalk interferences. In
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fig. 3, the BER is plotted as a function of input power for
different number of interfering channel (N). This figure
shows that BER increases significantly as the no of crosstalk
component increases. Here we have assumed that all
interferers have same amount of crosstalk level. Fig.4 shows
variation of power penalty as a function of crosstalk level for
different no of interfering channel. Power penalty increases
very rapidly as crosstalk level increases as well as the no of
interfering channel increases.
We evaluated our algorithm on a topology given in fig.5
with 6 wavelengths per link in each direction and assumed
that every node is reachable from any other node. We
consider different traffic matrix and analyze the given
topology. The simulation results show that BERC algorithm
always select a path with minimum BER. Fig. 6 shows one
of the randomly taken traffic matrix indicating the source,
destination and the no of connection established between
them. Now if we want to setup a connection between source
A and destination D, then our algorithm chose the path A-BC-D, which has minimum no of crosstalk component as
compared to shortest path algorithm (A-E-G-D).The BER for
the path chosen by their respective algorithm is give in the
fig.7 .
We compare our algorithm with traditional shortest path
(SP) and fixed alternate routing (FAR) algorithm for overall
network performance in terms of blocking probability. Result
(in fig. 7) show that BER constrained algorithm not only
gives a guaranteed QoT but also reduces networks blocking
probability. Another benefit of BER constrained algorithm is
that it will distribute the entire traffic throughout the network
so that a particular link will not be loaded with the maximum
number of traffic.

Fig.3. Plot of BER with the input power for different number of
interfering channel
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Fig. 4. Variation of power penalty with crosstalk level for different number
of interfering channel
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Fig.5. A sample mesh network with fiber length (in km) marked
on each link
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Fig.7. Plot of BER for the path selected by shortest path & BERC
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Fig.8. Average call blocking probability for SP, FAR and BERC
RWA Algorithm

VI. CONCLUSION
BER and power penalties due to component crosstalk in a
WDM receiver has been studied and computed results are
shown as a function of number of interfering channel. The
proposed RWA algorithm in this work exhibits desirable
properties for optical networks operation, namely, low BER.
This was achieved by making the choice of the route and
wavelength dependent on both wavelength occupations in
the network, as well as crosstalk.
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